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FOREWORD

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, through programs administered by its Division of Person.
net Preparation, has as one of its major objectives the assurance that every handicapped child will receive
educational services from a professionally qualified and competent teacher, or instructional specialist. This
specific objective of personnel preparation is directly related to the Bureau's mission of ensuring that the
Nation's handicapped children are provided with educational opportunities which represent both equality and
quality.

In order to accomplish the Division's component of the Bureau's mission, financial resources are provided
through competitive grants to State educational agencies, colleges and universities, and other appropriate
non-profit agencies. Grant funds are used by the various agencies to provide financial support for students in
preparation programs, inservice training sessions, staff salaries, program evaluation activities as well as in other
areas, The partnership and concerted efforts among rederal, State, and local agencies have functioned over the
past years to reduce the discrepancy between the need for qualified personnel, and the numbers of profes-
sionals and paraprofessionals available to meet this actual need.

The personnel preparation programs described in this document represent only a small sample of the over
500 individual programs which the Division supports through the award of financial resources. However, the
three "case studies" exemplify the variety of approaches that can be used by dedicated individuals and groups
to develop and implement sound and effective strategies for personnel preparation. This effort is another one
of our program goals.

Written expression never completely conveys the intrinsic essence of a program. This is especially true
since that type of communication often fails to encapsulate the personal motivation and striving of those
participants who truly influence the success or failure of a program. One can assume, with little reservation,
that the three programs, upon which the case studies are based possess those crucial and critical human
elements because they do have a visible record of success.

This document describes the form of each program, as well as some e'. ments of each program's content.
Howe /et, those who really want to discern that extra human factor crucial to the success of the three
programs must arrange to become, at some level, an active and interactive program participant.

A dedicated individual who strives to bring the best of what is known to educatiorai programs for
handicapped children will become a part of other programs through study, visitation, participation, and
reflective thought. The outcome of these activities may, or may not, be the wholesale adoption of a program
that is analyzed. What is important :hough is tha, the outcome be of a nature that ensures better procedures
for preparing personnel for the education of handicapped children. That outcome may resemble the program
which was studied, or that study may have sparked a flash of understanding that leads to the development of
new program strategies. In either instance, progress will occur and that is one major purpose of program
development and initiation.

This document should be read in depth. Its brevity will not reflect its quality, for its quality goes beyond
its word. Read it again and again until understanding ensues! Arrange contact with the project directors for
the purpose of discussing the program content essence which may not have been conveyed by the written
description. If this type of activity occurs, then the energies invested by all who have made this document
possible will have been expended wisely. Not only will dissemination of information occur, but that informa-
tion will exert and and extend the impact for progressive change and understanding which, In turn, will
enhance educational opportunities for all handicapped children. Th,t. indeed, is what these program "case
studies" are all about.

Richard J. Whelan
Director
Division of Personnel Preparation
Bureau of '2ducation for the Hand'capped
United States Office of Education
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THE CLINICAL TEACHER MODEL
PROJECT

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

A performance based, individualized model
training program to prepare Clinical Teachers
capable of providing and retnediation of mildly
handicappped children.



INTRODUCTION

An Overview of the Clinical Teacher Model Project

0 The Clinical Teacher Model Project (officially called Preparation of the Clinical Teacher for Interrelated
Areas of Special Education) was developed in the College of Education, Department of Habilitative Sciences
at Florida State University in Tallahassee, Florida, and is currently being field tested there. The individualized
instructional system trains teachers to deal with mildly handicapped children, including the educable mentally
retarded, learring disabled, and emotionally disturbed. Students who graduate from the program receive their
bachelor's and master's degrees simultaneously, as well as a teaching certificate in special education from the
State of Florida. The Project will graduate its first master's interns at the end of the 1973 academic year, and
currently has 15 juniors, 10 seniors, and 10 master's degree candidates.

Underlying the Project's instructional system is the philosophy that certain academic and social behaviors
or skills can be identified which will enable the mildly handicapped child to succeed in a regular classroom,
regardless of his particular disability. In turn, certain basic competencies are required for the teacher to allow
him or her to deal equally successfully-with children with a range of handicapping conditions. The Project has
identified necessary pupil skills in language, prereading, reading, premath, mathematics, and social areas.
Required competencies for the Clinical Teacher include observation, diagnosis, intervention, and evaluation.
Junior trainees proceed through a sequence modular curriculum and observe special classes at local preschools
and elementary schools, while seniors work on diagnosis and intervention skill,, in public schools. Master's
level interns concentrate on intervention and evaluation in classrooms in three counties adjoining Leon
Cou,i ty, where the University is located.

Individual modules are the basic framework for the instructional program. Each module provides the
trainee with objectives, instructional activities, and criteria for demonstrating competencies. Students confer
with the staff Clinical Professor to sulect the performance criteria and resources to be used for each module
according to their own needs, and progress at their own rate of speed. This system frees program staff from
traditional information giving activities, and allows them to work indivicizially and creatively with a large
number of students. Data on student progress through individual modules and through the entire program are
stored and reported by a computer which makes weekly print outs for staff and student personnel.

Context of the Program

In 1963, the Project Director, then working at Trenton State University in New Jersey, began working on
the idea of a program which would prepare clinical educators capable of providing diagnosis and remediation
of the variety of learning difficulties presented by exceptional children. Shortly after he joined the staff of
Florida State University in 1968, the Director submitted a proposal for a planning grant for a model program
to the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped which was funded for 1969-70. An interdisciplinary team of
experts in the fields of teacher education, curriculum design, evaluation, behavioral psychology, nieriia,
computer programing, and resea...:11 design and analysis produced the first edition of the model, and further
BEI{ grants permitted refinement of this model (1970-71). The 1971.72 school year marked the first field
testing for the training program and evaluation design. The Project is now field testing revised instructional
modules on junior trainees, and evaluating master's level internship competencies and overall student and
curriculum performance. By the end of 1974-75, staff will have accumulated sufficient summative data to
determine the effectiven!ss and efficiency of this training model. If found to be cost effective, the program
will be taken over by the University.

The Project Director is also Coordinator of the Program of Interrelated Areas within the University's
Department of Habilitative Sciences, one of five training programs for teachers of children with different
handicaps. The Clinical Teachers Project is also part of the Educational Research Institute which was set up to
bring together multidisciplinary teams involved in educational research and development. ER1 is located off
campus. and its projects are funded by private, slate, and federal sources. The Clinical Teacher Project is
funded for approximately 5169,000 for 1973-74, of which the federal (BEM share is some 88 percent, with
Florida State University contributing 12 percent.



INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

0 Since the purpose of special education for mildly handi-
capped children (educable mentally retarded, learning dis-
abled, and/or emotionally disturbed) is to produce academic
and social behaviors which will allow such children to succeed
in a regular classroom, the Clinical Teacher Project's focus is
on common behaviors desired for all children rather than on
the differences or disabilities of the exceptional child. Just as
common behaviors have been identified for pupils, common
skills have been identified which clinical teachers need to pro-
duce these desired behaviors, regardless of the child's disabil-
ity,. The program at Florida State University is designed to
produce four major competencies essential to the successful
Clinical Teacher: observation, diagnosis, intervention, and eval-
uation. Graduates should be able to identify individual pupil
entry levels, learner characteristics, and des.red outcomes; pro-
vide individualized instruction based on a match of task, learn-
er, and resources; and monitor pupil and curriculum perform-
ance to provide feedback for improvement of the instructional
program.

As illustrated on the chart below, the potential Clinical
Teacher trainee is offered an exploratory program of orienta-
tion. Knowledge of the Clinical Teacher concept through the
instructional module curriculum (Level III) is prerequisite to
the performance competencies of observation, diagnosis, inter-
vention, and evaluation (Level II). Level I objectives represent
the criteria for a successful graduate of the program.

Instructional modules, the organizing elements of this per-
formance-based teacher-education curriculum, are discussed in
Part Three, Notable Features. The instructional program itself

is highly individualized. After entering the program, the
trainee takes major mastery tests . .. of either an entire com-
petency or of an individual module during the pretests, he may
proceed to the next major competency, or skip the individual
module, Several modules may be entered simultaneously and
completed at the student's own rate. Although some skills are
prerequisites for entering modules relating to a specific corn-
petency (for example, the student must be able to demon-
strate competency in diagnosis before he goes on to inter-
vention), the modules within specific competency areas or se-
quences are not cumulative, and a student is free to start with
any module in a given sequence. Since th,t progtam is per-
formance-based rather than time-based, there is no standard
time set for the individual's progress through the entire pro-
gram. Staff feel that it could be possible for a student to
complete the curriculum In 2 years.

The program has now identified desired behaviors in lan-
guage, prereading, reading, and mathematics to be produced in
exceptional children by the Clinical Teacher, An entire array
of modules containing purpose, behavioral objectives, instruc-
tional resources, and sample test items have been designed for
the prereading and reading sequences, and modules in the re-
maining sequences will be complete in Summer of 1973. The
conceptual modules for all competency areas, specifying major
performance tests, performance objectives, major knowledge
tests, and knowledge objectives, have also been completed.

CURRICULUM CONTENT

The latest revised curriculum lists 24 different modules
broken down into five major sequences: Knowledge, Diag-

LEVELS OF OBJECTIVES FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

OUTCOMES CRITERIA CONTEXT

IV. EXPLORATORY

Early awareness and orientation.

III. KNOWLEDGE

Understanding of behaviors, con-
cepts, principles, and attitudes.

II. PERFORMANCE

Teacher competencies and skills.

PRODUCT

Pupil achievement and gains as a
result of teacher action on the
performance of pupils.

Not measured.

Assessment of knowledge,
understanding and attitudes
of trainees.

Assessment of overt teaching
skills and trainee behaviors to
determine mastery of specified
competencies.

Time sampling of teacher
behaviors and pupil
achievement.

Activity or event, i.e., visit
resource room in a local
school and assist teacher
and pupils for a minimum
of 10 hours.

Curriculum content.

Practicum (quarterly) in
actual classroom.

Laboratory or simplified
training conditions (days or
weeks) of restricted or
micro-teaching simulations.

Internship (one quarter).

Employment (full-time) in
actual classroom (1-2 years).



rtosis, Intervention, Evaluation, and Clinical Teaching. Subse- INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
quences tre:

CLINICAL TEACHER TRAINING

Juniors spend one morning a week in seminars and three
mornings a week observing exceptional and normal children
aged 3 to 12 years. Field placement for juniors are in two local
Early Childhood Education Centers and two open-space ele-
mentary schools which have resource rooms for the mildly
handicapped youngsters. Students spend 30 percent of their
time in resource rooms and the remainder in regular classes.
Using the sequences of desired behaviors as a framework, jun-
ior trainees pinpoint and record specific pupil behavior.

Seniors also spend one morning a week in seminars, but
have four rather than three mornings in the fieli demonstrat-
ing competencies in observation, diagnosis, intervention, and
evaluation in tow Leon County public schools. After
completion of .the diagnostic competency, the senior contracts
with the Clinical Professor to produce mini-gains (small behav-
ioral improvements) in four handicapped children. One of
these contracts must be for producing mini-gains in prereading,
one in reading, and the third and fourth in social, math, or
language areas. The trainee diagnoses the child before begin-
ning work with him or her, and when ready, asks the Clinical
Professor or the Program Director to come in and observe his
interaction with the child. The Clinical Professor then assesses
the trainees's performance in completing his mini-gains con-
tract.

During their master's year, trainees identify the individual
skills they need to refine for completion of their training. Most
often these are in the areas of intervention and evaluation. The
master's internship is designed so trainees can perform almost
independently all the competencies of the Clinical Teacher,
produce significant gains in exceptional children, and evaluate
the effectiveness of their instructional strategies. Three coun-
ties adjoining Leon County (with selected resource rooms for
mildly handicapped children with varying disabilities) are used
for this final practicurn.

Field plactica are weighted a good deal more in this cur-
riculum than formal seminars. Staff in local schools cooperate
by providing guidance and it struction to trainees in resource
rooms and regular classes. The remainder of the training con-
sists of work on individualized instructional modules.

0 Otte of the basic philosophies' underlying the Clinical
Teacher Model is that "teachers teach the way they are
taught." The program implements this philosophy by using
Individualized instructional modules to produce "desired
behaviors" - -competencies- in its trainees, with the belief
that trainees will automatically transfer this strategy to their
work with handicapped students, who also need individualized
instruction to achieve desired academic and social behaviors.
The program attempts not merely to teach about Individual-
ized instruction, but rather to teach by means of individual-
ized instruction.

Together, the trainee and the Clinical Professor define the
task to be performed for each instructional module, and then
try to match the characteristics of this task with the learning
characteristics of the trainee and the resources available to
him. This process requires identification of the various com-
ponents of the task, a diagnosis of the learning characteristics
of the trainee, and a survey of outside resources which can
help him accomplish the task. The same general procedures
involved in the analysis of a modular task can be applied to the
production of a specific ,behavioral gain in a handicapped
child.

The modules developed by the program are designed to
promote this sort of task analysis. Each modulewhether it
relates to diagnosis, intervention, or any other sequence--is
broken down into the same components:

Purposewhat the trainee is expected to accom-
plish or gain by the completion of the module.
Behavioral Objectiveknowledge, performance,
outcome: (a) Outcome; (b) Assessment Context;
(c) Assessment Criteria.
Instructional ResourceslOptionslAct;vitiesin-
eluding readings, seminars, videotapes, courses in
the college, multimedia resources, small group
committees to plan, negotiate, and produce the
product.
Sample Test Itemsproducts, papers, essays, tests,
demonstrated performance.

The format also includes an indication of how long the
modular task is expected to take on the average, but students
may spend as much or as little time on the task as they deem

I.

II.

Clinical Teacher Model (Knowledge)

Diagnosis

3 modules

Desired Behavioral Sequences I module

ssing Pupil Behaviors 2 ;nodules

Administration, Scoring. and Interpretation of Formai Tests 7 modules

COnstructing, Administerirg, Scoring, and interpreting Informal Tests 1 module

Prescribing Pupil Objectives and Instructional Strategies 2 modules

111. Intervention

Planning Individualized Instruction 3 modules

Conducting Individualized Instruction I module

IV. Evaluation

Improving Pupil Instruction 2 modules

Improving Teacher Competencies I module

V. Clinical Teaching 1 module
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necessary. Once the student and the Clinical Professor have
negotiated a contract including the type of resources to be
used and the method of assessment, the student is on his own.
He makes weekly progress reports to the program's computer
system and may ask for guidance from any of the program
staff, but the learning process is essentially an independent
effort.

This independent learning system frees program staff for
individual and creative work with a large number of students,
all working in different modules with vastly different instruc-
tional needs. This is one of the major selling points of the
program to other universities, in that it makes the individual
staff member a great deal more cost effective. At Florida
State, for example, only 21/2 instructors are dealing successfully
with 40 students working in many different areas, at many
different levels. Since the modules are essentially "portable,"
they could even be used to help teachers in the field upgrade
their skills in-service. Arrangements might be worked out
whereby teachers could get credit for individual modules from
the State Department of Education toward renewal of their
teaching certificates without having to do the entire curricu-
lum. (In Florida, there are no permanent teaching certificates:
all teachers mist renew their certificates every five years.)

COMPUTERIZATION

The program uses a computer to store information and
chart the progress of individual students. An adaptation of the
Multiple Access and Retrieval System (MARS 2) on CDC 6500
computer, the system provides easy access for both faculty
and students via an off-line cathode-ray tube with off-line
printers located on-campus and in the program's administrative
offices at the Educational Research Institute Student or fac-
ulty members can have hard copy after scanning the student's
record on the tube and selecting the information desired.

Data is entered weekly for each student via a Module
Transaction Log made up of three forms which report either
module entry, transaction, or completion. The student com-
pletes the top half of the appropriate form for each module he
worked on during the week. The bottom half of the form is
used by the Clinical Professor for entering the products com-
pleted, proficiency scores, student learning styles, and instruc-
tional strategy used. Relevant information is printed out in
three reports:

Task Characteristicsmodular number, compe-
tency, objectives, level of performance, resources
available, standard proficiency, and standard time
13T the module.
Learner Characteristicsinformation on learner
styles and individualized instructional strategies.
Performanceentry date, resources used, products,
proficiency level, completion date, and actual time
taken.

The system can sort for individual modules or can summarize
all modules worked on by a student to produce a progress
capsule.

In addition to student progress, the computer may soon
be used to manage the sequences of desired behaviors for ex-
ceptional children (language, prereading, reading, and mathe-
matics). Master's level interns will be able to document the
produced skitls and search for interactions between aptitudes
of learners and treatments. In addition, the computer could be
used to make recommendations on resources for individual
students, based on their personal learning styles. Staff also
plan to use the system to conduct an analysis of the dollar

costs required to produce a specific competency in a trainee,
or to produce a particular gain in a handicapped child.

Staff point out that the Clinical Teacher Model can be
operated without a computer, but fewer trainees could be
handled by a small staff.

STUDENTS/TRAINEES

O Trainees presently include 15 juniors, 10 seniors, and 10
master's degree candidates, ranging from 20 to 26 years of age.
The majority are middle income whites, which makes them
fairly representative of the Florida State University student
population. Although the first group of students to enroll (the
present master's degree candidates) were predominately men,
the last two classes have contained more women: this is also
representative of the population of the College of Education.
Another change in trainee profile is related to academic back-
ground: whereas students in the first CiiSS came from fairly
diverse academic backgrounds (arts and sciences), later enroll-
ees have conic primarily from the College of Education. Since
over half of the students at the University arc transfers froni
junior colleges, the program reserves five spaces a year for
transfers.

For its model research and evaluation purposes, the pro-
gram has needed only 15 students a year. However, once the
College of Education takes over the program, it is expected
that approximately 100 students will be enrolled annually,

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

The Project does not actively recruit trainees: it limits
itself to responding to those students who take the initiative to
apply (usually sometime during the swing of their sophomore
year). Most students hear about the program from other stu-
dents, either in the College of Education or at junior colleges
throughout Florida.

Selection is based on three primary criteria: Does the stu-
dent want to teach? Is he especially interested in teaching
handicapped children? and Does he seem well suited to the
type of independent learning atmosphere in which the pro-
gram operates? No other set criteria, suet- as grade point aver-
ages, are used. Staff base their selection of trainees on what
they judge the individual's commitment to be as demonstrated
by prior experience with children (especially handicapped chil-
dren) and the applicant's responses during personal interviews.
Using these methods, the program has been able to select 15
students from the 30 to 40 who have applied each year.

CORE PROJECT STAFF

Core Project Stafr consists of three full-time people: the
Project Director ;also Coordinator of Interrelated Areas), the
Clin: cal Professor, and the Project Evaluator. The Director,
who has been with the program since its inception, spends
about 75 percent of his time in management. 20 percent in
instruction, and 5 percent in evaluative activities. lie is a full
professor at the University. The Clinical Professor spends 75
percent of his time in instruction (half of this in campus-based
seminars and half in field-based practica) and the remaining 25
percent in evaluation and program design. The Evaluator de-
votes 75 percent of his time to evaluation, 10 percent to in-
struction, and 15 percent to program design. Both the Clinical
Professor and the Evaluator are assistant professors at the Uni-
versity. Support staff include a half-time computer analyst, a
half-time electronics technician, a full-time secretary, and a
full-time accountant/clerk.

Students themselves are a vital part of the instructional
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team. After demonstrating various competencies, master's stu-
dents provide onsite help to seniors, and seniors in turn work
with the junior trainees. Staff feel this arrangement not only
expands the instructional resources of the program, but is of-
ten more relevant and immediate than it would be if only
faculty were available.

Although the Clinical Teacher Model requires fewer in-
structional staff for a relatively large number of trainees, staff
are not yet certain what the optimal staff/student ratio for
such a program would be. Many variables are involved, includ-
ing the number of field sites and student hours spent at these
sites, since field settings are the primary locus for instruction,
and formal seminars represent only a small part of the total
curriculum. At present, students spend only the morning hours
in their field placements. The number of participants could
therefore be doubled if afternoon field placements were used,
but this might necessitate an increase in instructional staff.

COMMUNITY

The program orginally had a 15 member community ad-
visory board to help formulate program plans and provide ad-
vice on such matters as what kind of marketplace there would
be for program graduates. This board included the Leon Coun-
ty Coordinator for Exceptional Child Education, the Director
of the County Mental Health Association, the Director of the
Easter Seal Society, the State Director of Exceptional Child
Education, the State Directors of Youth Services and Mental
Retardation, local school representatives, and various other in-
fluential citizens. The board met monthly with faculty during
the planning stages, but reduced its involvement after imple-
mentation began.

The program's primary link with the community now is
its interaction with local Early Childhood Education Centers
and the public schools in which trainees have field placements.
However, during the last year of the program grant (1974-75)
the Director hopes to reinvolve the advisory board to show its
members what the program has achieved and to obtain their
comments and suggestions.

PROGRAM EVALUATION
0 The weight the Project attaches to evaluation is evident
in its staffing pattern: one of the three full-time core staff is an
evaluator. The primary focus of evaluation so far has been on
formative data which provides for continual monitoring and
revision of curriculum and program operations The design for
the summative or final evaluation of the program (including
documentation of specific skills and competencies acquired by
students 54d their success in producing desired behavioral
changes in handicapped chi'dren in the field) is not yet com-
plete. The 1972.73 juniors are the first group of students who
will progress through the program in its refined form, and their
data will form the basis for the summative evaluation. The first
group of students accepted into the program, who are just now
beginning their master's level internship, did not use the pres-
ent curriculum: they helped develop it.

Formative analysis efforts are now well underway. During
1971-72, activities focused on specific procedures for imple-
menting the formative analysis model and on collection and
use of data for program revision. Data collected was used as a
framework for curriculum revision, culminating in the produc-
tion of the prototype edition of the current curriculum. Fu-
ture instructional field trials, evaluation activities, and per-
formance data from both Clinical 'reacher trainees and excep-
tional children will allow a final major revision of the curricu-
lum during Summer of 1974.
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The formative analysis model was designed to be flexible
enough to meet diverse data requirements, such as:

Provide reasonable assurance of learner success
during instructional field trials.
Provide revision recommendations of a highly spe-
cific nature.
Differentiate between learner problems and in-
structional problems.
Provide diagnostic information about learner diffi-
culties.
Give an accurate measure of learner achievement.
Be appropriate for both Clinical Teacher compe-
tency modules and exceptional child behavior
modules.

Extensive revision of instructional components of the
training model was undertaken during Summer of 1972.
Changes were based on data procured during and following the
initial trial of the Clinical Teacher Model (knowledge), obser-
vation, diagnosis, and intervention modules. Techniques em-
ployed in data collection included logical analysis, opinion sur-
vey, informal interviews, direct observation, and student par-
ticipition in revision.

The opinion survey was developed to assess trainee im-
pressions of the overall program; the items represented the
following major categories of program attributes: (a) general
program characteristics; (b) instructional objectives; (c) in-
structional resources and activities; (d) performance assess-
ment; and (e) other characteristics. The instrument was admin-
istered to first year trainees following their completion of the
Clinical Teacher Model (knowledge) and observation compon-
ents. The survey led to the following recommendations for
revision:

1. Revise recruitment procedures to include activities which
ensure thorough familiarization with Project goals for all
serious candidates.

2. Review arrangements for trainees to contact and consult
with Project staff nembers.

3. Revise objectives to include an exact statement of the
expected performance and the criteria for mastery of the
objective.

4. Review Clinical Teacher competencies to identify needed
additions, shifts in emphasis, and possible deletions.

5. Initiate a concerted effort to provide additional resource
options along with improved access to currently available
resources.

6. Edit existing resources and provide guides, such as adjunct
programing, to focus attention upon key segments.

7. Provide greater congruence between stated objectives and
recommended resources and activities.

8. Review the purposes of the seminars and ensure that they
do not exist primarily for routine "housekeeping" duties
that could be better handled by other means.

9. Develop new means for performance assessment which
clearly measure the desired competencies and not some
unspecified behavior,

As a follow up to the logical analysis and opinion survey,
a series of informal interviews were held with samples of the
trainees. Data from these interviews suggested a lack of clarity
in program objectives and/or incongruence between objectives
and performance measures. In an effort to pinpoint the diffi-
culties, direct observation techniques were employed, and at-



tendance at student seminars provided further evidence that a
number of intended objectives had not yet been explicitly
stated to a sufficient degree in the modules. Modules were
revised accordingly.

The first group of students in the program constituted an
integral part of the total development effort, The philosophy
which included these students in program development also
suggested their Involvement in the revision process. Trainee
participation in the revision effort provided a reliable source of
feedback information, and many of the problems associated
with data interpretation and diagnosis of necessary program
modifications were avoided. Staff believe that this vehicle for
focusing attention upon critical revision needs should be em-
ployed whenever possible.

The Project's Summary of Evaluation Findings for
Fall-Winter, 1972.73, showed that juniors had been success-
ful in every module attempted, with an average mastery
level on the Clinical Teacher Model (knowledge) com-
ponent of 87 percent. Senior trainees had successfully
completed every module they attempted, and their average
mastery level on the diagnosis competency was above 90
percent. A Problems and Benefits Analysis administered to
first and second year trainees indicated the need for
further revision of the presentation of goals and objectives,
instructional content, and instructional resources. The
Benefits Analysis results were summarized as follows:

Responses of the Clinical Teacher Trainees on
the benefit analysis survey were overwhelmingly
positive. Even allowing for redundancy in the
items and possible bias of students in favor of
a program in which they chose and continue to
participate, the response pattern clearly indi-
cates that the students perceive many major
benefits derived from the program . . . . In
general, the trainees seemed convinced that an
individualized program focusing attention on the
learning objectives of the individual child has
greater potential for meeting the needs of
exceptional children than less personal ap-
proaches and those that emphasize categorical
labeling. The feeling that various diagnostic and
intervention competencies are crucial for assist-
ing pupils to overcome academic and social
inadequacies was expressed in numerous ways.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REPLICATION

0 The Project Director divided his recommendations for
other programs wishing to institute a Clinical Teacher
Model into two types: those for innovators, who wish to
create their own model, and those for adopters, whr, wish
to modify and use the model already developed at Florida
State University.

Recommendations for innovators include the following:
An interdisciplinary team for model development. In

order to develop a model similar to that used at Florida
State, a planning team is required whose members can
fulfill three major roles: (a) designer (curriculum reform);
(b) experimental "try-out" teacher; and (c) instructional
systems/technology evaluator. These people must have not
only content experience, but also managerial and process
skills, and, equally important, must be able to work well
together as an interdisciplinary team.

High-risk capital. A program such as this involves fairly
innovative - -if not radical--research, and this requires a good
deal of high-risk capital for research and development
activities over an extended period of time. The Project
Director suggests that funding for a period of less than S
years is infeasible for the development of a new Clinical
Teacher Model.

A student "try out" population. Student trainees
should be involved from the beginning of the program, and
this involvement should continue through all phases to
summative evaluation to assure the program continual
feedback in design and implementation from- -a relatively
stable testing population.

Reality testing of the marketplace. Involliement of
local agency staff and directors and consumers is critical in
the planning phase of such an effort so the pr gram can
get a good idea of what is needed in the marketplace.
Otherwise, graduates of such an innovative project may
find that their skills are too far advanced for the needs of
the community.

Recommendations for program adopters are:

An introduction to the system. The adoption of an
innovative model such as this requires major curriculum
changes. The Project Director feels that at minimum a 2
week, inservice summer workshop is needed to orient and
train future participants in the program. Florida State
University is planning to produce a manual which can serve
as a basic guide for the conduct of such a workshop.

Faculty skills in systems technology. Any program
wishing to adopt the current model should have at least
one faculty member who is skilled in systems technology
and evaluation; these skills are essential not only for the
successful operation of the program, bi.i also for the initial
interpretation of program requirements and activities to
other faculty members who do not possess such knowl-
edge.

Participation in outside training institutes. Institutes in
leadership training and innovative teacher training are
frequently offered in various regions and by the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped itself; programs wishing to
implement a model such as the one at Florida State should
encourage their staff to take part in such institutes.

Administrative commitment to the program. Members
of an educational institution (university or college) wishing
to institute such a program should first ensure administra-
tive support of such an effort, since the transition from a
time-based to a performance-based curriculum requires a
number of accompanying changes in record-keeping and
similar administrative activities. In many cases, administra-
tive support is also necessary so the program can get
permission for leave time for teachers who wish to learn
new performance-based techniques.

0 For further information about the Clinical Teacher
Model contact:

Louis Schwarte, Professor and Coordinator of In-
terrelated Areas of Special Education, Educational
Research Institute, Florida State University, W. H.
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Johnston Building, Room 218, 415 North Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32301 (904) 222-7313

O The following materials are available upon request
from the Clinical Teacher Model Project:

Descriptive Brochure of Clinical Teacher Model
(no charge)

10

Dissemination of Documented Prototype Per-
formance Based Teacher Education Curriculum
(scheduled for 1974.75)



THE DIVERSIFIED OCCUPATIONS
PROFESSIONALS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

BURLINGTON, VERMONT

A statewide training program in career oriented
education for teachers of the handicapped.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview of Diversified Oecsupations Professionals Development Prograni

Cl The Diversified OccupAlons Professionals Development Program trains education professionals forVermont's Diversified Occupations (D.O.) Program, which provides career oriented education to high
school age mentally retarded students. The Professionals Development Program was designed to sensitize
D.P. professionals to the needs of their handicapped students and to provide them with vocational and
special education skills.

As D.O. Programs have become operational, in each of Vermont's ten Area Vocational Centers, ithas been necessary to recruit qualified personnel to staff D.O. Labs specially designed and well
equipped classrooms which offer a variety of vocational education courses and which act as a halfwaystep for students in their transition from segregated settings to integrated classrooms. Because personnel
seldom have the necessary backgrounrh in both vocational and special education skills, the Vermont
Department of Education enlisted the support of the University of Vermont's Vocational Education and
Technology Department (VOTEC) to create a 0.0. Professionals Development Program which would
offer specialized training for those already teaching D.O. students and would prepare UVM students for
future careers in the D.O. Program.

Context of the Program

Initiated by Vermont's Department of Education in 1965, the D.O. Program called for the
development of a comprehensive state wide program of career orientul education for secondary level
special students and for the inclusion of 0.0. Labs in the state's union high schools. An additional
thrust came from 1968 federal legislation which specified that 10 percent of all federal monies for
vocational education must be allocated to education for the handicapped. As D.O. Programs became
operational in several regions, the state recognized a critical need for manpower with special skills.
Accordingly, the state's Departments of Special Education and Vocational Education joined forces to
fund a UVM training program for 23 D.O. Specialists and high school administrators during the
Summers of 1970 and 1971. An Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped grant
further helped the Department of Education to coordinate emerging training programs and expand
course offerings throughout Vermont.

Today, UVM's Department of Vocational Education and Technology (VOTEC) offers a Diversified
Occupations specialization which functions specifically as the training arm for the state's D.O. Program.
Home based on the University's Burlington campus, the Professionals Development Program offers
inservice workshops, summer institutes, evening and full year credit courses. Area Vocational Centers are
also used for training and student practicum experiences.

The D.O. Professionals Development Program is a joint venture of Vermont's Department of
Education and UVM's VOTEC Department. The Department of Education serves administratively and
financially as the primary sponsor; state and federal monies earmarked for the program are coordinated
by the Department which in turn subcontracts with the University to design and implement the
training. Funding for fiscal 1973 is approximately $80,000, of which the federal share (BEH) is 43
percent; the state's share (through several agencies) is 40 percent; and the University's share (in the
form of fellowships) is 17 percent.

In addition to the ten D.O. Programs now operating in Area Vocational Centers, two more
programs are slated to begin in 1973 as new centers are completed, and three additional programs will
be implemented in older centers re-designed for the D.O. concept. Currently, some 340 education
professionals are involved in the Professionals- Development Program. In the first year of the program
(1971.72), highest priority was placed on pre and inservice training for D.O. Specialists, those who
actually teach in 0.0. Labs. Emphasis this year will be on training new specialists and regular high
school vocational teachers and administrators.
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A COMPREHENSIVE, ONGOING PROGRAM

Cl The most noteworthy aspect of the Professionals
Development Prograni is not so much a particular feature
as it is the process this program has developed: the process
of building a ,eqmprehensive ongoing gaining program
specifically designetto meet Vermont's needs. In order to
tarry Out this process, the training program had to reach
out across the state and initiate concepts and techniques
which could be implented consistently and uniformly in all
Sites. The creation of this manpower training program has
been facilitated by the development and use of the
Professionals Team Concept and the D.O. Professionals
Competencies List.

PROFESSIONALS TEAM CONCEPT
In order to implement a comprehensive, state wide

program consistent with general D.O. objectives, the project
staff had to develop a multiple approach to Vermont's
manpower needs; a standardized instructional program
adaptable to a whole spectrum of professionals who
function in the educational sector and the community, and
who are equipped to meet the needs of special students.
This broad based training concept emerged as project staff
began to identify various strata of personnel likely to come
in contact with the handicapped student. These people are:

Personnel most closely associated with D.O.
pupils, the Diversified Occupations Specialists
who teach students in the D.O. Labs.
Education professionals directly suppotting pu-
pils after their initial participation in D.O. Labs,
including (a) Occupational Education Specialists
and Related Academic Teachers who will hope-
fully integrate D.O. students into their regular
classrooms in the Area Vocational Centers
(AVCs); (b) Guidance Counselors, Work Place-
ment Counselors, Directors of AVCs, Adminis-
trators and other supportive personnel.
Elementary and middle Level Special Education
Personnel who may assist and prepare pupils for
entrance into the D.O. Program
Undergraduate and Graduate Students preparing
to enter the education professions.

The idea was shaped into a conceptual format for the
training program with the development and formalization
of the Professionals Team Concept. As depicted in Figure

the concept focuses on the various groups of potential
trainees and their proximity to the D.O. student, identify-
ing where each teacher and professional will be involved in
the studnet's progress through the school system and into
the world of work.

THE D.O. PROFESSIONALS COMPETENCIES LIST

After members of the D.O: Professionals Team had
been identified, it became necessary to establish minimum
sills expected of this whole bpectrUM 4:4 professionals. The
training project consequently developed the D.O. Profes-
sionals Competencies List, a comprehensive checklist of
skills and attitudes to be used in the training of all
members of the professional team. The Competencies List
delineates over 200 skills needed by various educators in
areas such as planning of instructions, guidance, general
school activities, public and human relationships.

The checklist has been specifically designed for use as

an ongoing evaluative instrument for both trainees and
project staff. Trainees are required to assess their skills
according to the checklist And to prioritize their own
deficiencies and training needs. These individual compe-
tency assessments are weighted and computer processed to
establish group training priorities for the project. The
group priorities help shape the focus of the courses and
workshops. Individual competency assessments are also used
by the training staff and the trainees to measure
subsequent progress in the acquisition of skills.

THE DIVERSIFIED OCCUPATIONS CONCPT -

C1 When they enter the D.O. Program as high school
freshmen, special students are given the chance to explore
a variety of real world occupations simulated in the D.O.
Labs in areas such as building and automotive trades,
electricity, child care, graphic arts, business and health
occupations, homemaking, and many more. After their
aptitudes and interests have been assessed by D.O.
Specialists, concentrated training is offered In their strong
subjects. Once students acquire the basic skills they need,
they may enter regular vocational and/or academic classes
in their high school, usually by their junior or senior year,
The enter regular classes with a head start since in the
regular program Vermont freshmen and sophomores are not
offered vocational training.

STRUCTURE OF PROFESSIONALS
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

All of the education professionals who work with
special students--from P.O. Specialists to regular vocational

DIVERSFED OCCUFAT1ONS

EDUCATION PROFISSIONALS TEAM
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and academic teachers, guielance counselors and high school
adMinistratotsneed botts %special education and vocational
education skills to be effective. The kinds of training
provided the D.O. personnel vary according to each
persOn's individual training needs and her/his available time.
Obviously, students enrolled in full year courses receive
more intensive training than those whose participation has
been limited to a weekend workshop. The general kinds of
courses and institutes to be offered this year include:

Title

Special Topics: Understanding
Vocational Students Having
Learning Handicaps

Special Topics: Laboratory Skill
Development for Diversified Occupa-
tions Teachers

Special Topics: Curriculum Development
for Students Having Learning Handicaps

Career Education for Special Students

New and Returning Teachers Course

10 Inservice Training Sessions

2 Week-end Workshops

Independent Study

14

FIGURE 1

d

CONTENT OF PROFESSIONALS
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

The Professionals Development Program utilizes the
"ODPRIME" system to orpnizts the concepts it covers In
training. ODPRIME is a system or format, initially
developed by Alpha Learning Systems, Inc., which focuses
on the delivery of educational services. Each of the letters
In ODPRIME stands for a fundamental training concept

Description

Investigation of the techniques for
diagnosing specific behaviors that interfere
with normal instructional patterns and pre-
scription of alternative instructional pro-
cedures to compensate for specific learning
deficits.

Participants will develop competencies
necessary for teaching pre-vocational skills
in essential career areas such as woodworking,
metals, small engines and other practical arts.
Participants will select areas of study and de-
velop skills through individualized instruction
and practical experience in related lab areas.
Limited to 20 students approved by the
department.

Designed for teachers who instruct students
with learning handicaps. Participants will de-
velop competencies in curriculum develop-
ment, diagnostic and prescriptive teaching,
individualizing instruction, motivating stu-
dents, and evaluating instructional outcomes.

Investigation into the components of a com-
prehensive career education ruatlia and the
methods of implementing these components
into career-oriented programs for handicapped
learners.

Identification of instructional procedures and
preparation of materials to be used when
handicapped students integrate into regular
vocational courses.

Content related to specific requests of center
or organization issuing invitation for inservice
training.

Content determined by questionnaires to
Diversified Occupations specialists using
delphi technique.

For students in vocational, technical and
extension education. Lectures, laboratories
and/or readings and reports, to provide,students
with background and specialized knowledge
relating to a contemporary area of study.
PREREQUISITE: departmental permission
before enrolling.

Credit
Arrangements

3 Credits

3 Credits

3 Credits

3 Credits

To be arranged

To be arranged

To be arranged

To be arranged



dealt with in the program's courses, in-service training,
workshops and institutes.
0 .1 Formulation of Objectives of Learning Activities
D si Diagnosis of Learner's Instructional Needs
PR a Prescription of Instructional Activities of the Learner
I = Instruction of the Learner
M m Motivation of the Learner
E go Evaluation of the Learner's Degree of Achievement of

Objectives

ODPRIME serves two functions in the training pro-
gram. It is used by the Professionals Development staff as
a means of organizing their training for D.O. personnel.
00, personnel in turn are trained to use this model in
designing their training for their students. Generally, the
following kinds of issues are covered by ODPRIME.

0: Formulation of Objectives of Learning Activities
Under this, component, trainees are introduced ko the

concepts of job analysis and task anyalysis in developing
learning objectives for their D.O. students. Trainees are
taught to break down jobs into their components and
requisite skills (job analysis) in order to evaluate their
appropriateness for educable mentally retarded students.
Jobs are analyzed in terms of a) the skills necessary for a
student to be able to perform the job successfully in the
working world; and b) the "minimum expected" objectives
(MEOs) necessary for a D O. student to integrate success-
fully into regular classes in the AVC for training in this
job area.

Trainees then learn to further subdivide and sequence
each component of the job into individual tasks and
substeps (task analysis), assessing the skill requisites of each
step in the job process, particularly skills such as
coordination, dexterity, conceptual abilities in math, read-
ing, writing, and so on. As part of the training in this
component, trainees are required to perform job and task
analyses on at least two local jobs in their communities.
Task Analysis Forms (Figure 2) are included at the end of
this chapter.

D: Diagnosis of Learner's Instructional Needs

Trainees are introduced to techniques for assessing and
diagnosing a student's individual needs by:
I. Administering standard reading inventories;
2. Interpreting student? records and tests administered

upon admission to the AVC (reading tests, vocational
aptitude and interests tests, etc.);

3. Developing and utilizing job samples in the D.O.
occupational clusters how to conduct both product
and process evaluations of the students' joy samples.
Trainees are encouraged to develop their own diagnos-

tv techniques when standard measurements fail. For
example, one D.0, Specialist developed an assessment kit
to measure the tolerance and frustration levels of students
under simulated work Conditions. Others have developed

ways to measure a student's ability to Integrate into
regular classtooMs and activities using indices such as
physical proximity and verbal interactions.

PR; PrescriptiOn of -Instnictional Activities of the Learner
Once trainees -'can formulate objectives, and diagnose

learning needs,, they learn to-prescribe instructional activi-

ties which are appropriately geared to the student's reading
and concepttial levels, which coordinate the student's
aptitudes with interests, and which capitalize on the
student's strongest senses. The program uses simulated
training, tole-playing, career-oriented field trips, and instruc-
tional aids such as Language Masteis, tapes, films, slides,
and video-tapes.

1: Instruction of the Learner
The primary instructional format used is the "Learning

Activity Package" (LAP), a self-paced, self-contained set of
teaching learning materials sequentially arranged in small
compenerts. Trainees are taught to revise standard LAPs in
vocational education and to create new ones more
appropriate to the capacities of D.O. students. This
generally involves breaking down standard LAPs into
smaller, more basic packages, rewriting them for appro-
priate reading levels, and developing media alternatives
which stress multisensory approaches to learning. As LAPs
are revised and new materials are developed in the various
occupational clusters, lists of these materials are circulated
to staff in all of 'the AVCs to encourage their use and
prevent duplication of effort.

U: Motivation of the Learner
One of the basic motivational techniques introduced to

trainees is behavior modification through positive reinforce-
ment, shaping, cueing, and prompting. Token reinforcement
and contract systems are put forward as possible student
motivators, and trainees also receive instruction in behavior
observation and recording techniques.

E: Evaluation of Learner's Degree of Achievement of
Objectives

This component introduces behavior oriented checklists
which measure student acquisition of specific skills. In
addition, the State Department of Education's Project
Director trains D.O. teachers in the student evaluation
format required by the Division of Special Education and
Pupil Personnel Services.

As the Professionals Development Program continues to
evolve, new needs are constantly being ider,tified. Plans for
the future include packaging the training courses and
materials so they can be disseminated and utilized for
onsite, inservice training purposes in programs both in and
outside Vermont. The learning packages will deal with the
most pressing training needs of current D,O. personnel.
Because of the enormous time demands on D.O. personnel
and because of the problems of geographic accessibility,
the program has not been able to extend itself to all
personnel in need. By packaging materials, personnel could
be trained at their own sites at their own paces.

STAFF

O The program has three core staff and draws support
from both the University and the State Department Of
Education.- Two of the core staff are Part-tithe on the
project and have been with =it since 'its inception.
Monitoring' the program for the State --..DePartment of
Edueation is a consultant-to the- Special IdutStioir Division

'Witt- spends 35- percent of his assilfini"-the-ctiSTM
Project Director with -pla-nning and
inservice training and with the develo-Pinent the

IS



FIGURE 2

A Job and Task Analysis
of Distributive Education

Distributive Education has been broken into six general areas:

I. General Employment
2. Stockkeeping Skills
3. Receptionist Skills
4. Sales Skills
5. Advertising Skills
6. Cashiering Skills
7, Bagging Skills

s.

General Employment Qualifications:

a. Math Ability Since virtually every distributive occupation requires math knowledge, the student should have at least
a minimal understanding of meth functions.

b. Speech Ability Eor students planning to be employed where they will be in contact with the public, a minimal ability
to handle English grammar is necessary. Also the confidence to interact with the customer when necessary.

c. Spelling Ability' Eor the purpose of filling out and reading business forms (applications, letters, sales slips, invoices,
etc.) the student must have some knowledge of spelling and reading.

d Employment Source Info. l'or the purpose of tiltivitely securing reasonable employment through his own effort, the
student should be a.:quainted with want ads, employment offices, and employment services in his area.

c. Interest A student entering the vocational training should have an interest in some aspect of the distributive field.

Personal Appraisal - Before entering the training program leading to eventual placement, the student should have some
idea of the special characteristics and qualifications in the various occupational groups and be aware of his own
potential within that field that he prefers.

2. Stockkeeping Skills:

Possible Job Tasks

Receive shipments
Check shipments against an invoice
Mark merchandise
Move merchandise and store in correct area
Sweep floors
Empty trash

**Possible window arrangements
Strip and wax floors
Prepare merchandise for transit
inventory

**Denotes skills that may be above the level of some of the students.

3. Receptionist Skills:

Possible Job Tasks

Answer phone
Record simple messages correctly
Ability to read business forms
Place phone calls

4. Sales Skills:

Possible Job Tasks

lea pifth
144 sAtei

people"
At we( eitiosilons about

11:1 riffraVis
A_ tfinilloat !intik' bail nea Whig

Skills Required

E. Math to the extent of counting, adding
and subtracting. Some knowledge of
money mathematics.

2. Ability to read invoices and similar
business forms.

3. Physical ability to handle heavy objects.

4. Some knowledge of display.

Skills Required

I. Adequate speech
2., Proper Phone technique
3. Legible writing
4. Personnel management training
5. Human relations training

Skills Requtrttd
I. Math ttinclajoent*
2. -Speecifibilifil
3. _led taXthAtts
4. Leggible rfiilg -
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5. Advertising Skills:

Possible Job Tasks

Poster preparation
**General store and window display
*Possible ad layouts for newspaper

** Radio ad preparation

6. & 7. Cashier and Bagging Skills:

Possible Job Tasks
Register operation
Sales Slip preparation
Checkout operation
Bag merchandise
General area cleanup
Keeping supply of bags at station
Helping customers with packagei
Keeping carts in proper location

Skills Required

1. Spelling ability
2. Grammar ability
3. General ad and display training
4. Knowledge of buying motives

Skills Required
1. Math ability
2. Register operation
3. Tax and unit price chart reading
4. Grammar
5. Human relations training
6. Making change

Minimum Expected Objectives For Two Areas

General Employment

*1. Given several pre-employment math tests similar to those used in downtown stores, the student will complete them with
at least 80 per cent accuracy. (No time limit.)

'2. Through informal discussion, the student will display grammatical proficiency by conversing in intelligent sentences. lie
will also show self-confidence through the way he reacts to questions.

3. Given a spelling test of 25 common words, the student will correctly write the given words with at least 90 per cent
accuracy.

M. After having successfully completed three different job applications correctly, the student will complete one hi class, at
his own speed, that is free fibm spelling errors and crossouts.

**5. Given adequate in class practice, and given examples to follow, the student will correctly complete a resume that is free
from grammatical and spelling errors.

*6. Given adequate practice and examples to follow, the student will compose a letter of application that is free from spelling
and grammatical errors.

7. Given a personal evaluation form and in class discussion, the student will evaluate himself and determine the possible
occupational fields for which he qualifies.

8. Given a local newspaper, the student will Locate at least one job for which he may qualify in the field of distribution.

9. Through an informal discussion, the student will show his depth of interest in distributive employment,

Receptionist

#1. Given in class experience, the student should be given a practical exercise through which he can demonstrate proper
telephone procedure and etiquette. This should include:

1. Answering a call and recording a message.
2. Handling a cif' in which the caliel wit* information.
3. -14-acing an infdrmatioriii tall to anothei firm.

*2. `Given in practio, including iofe- Omitig -eierdses;---the student will display the ability to handle personnel
management inichumili relation's' thrtitigii solving case problehis iniofrini the necessary pritiCIpleS.

4c-,3; ThlOtigti rote Praying situations the iiticlett Positive traits of sell-confidence; courtesy; tact, and reaptionist
- procedures. -

-1 _ ---Shoderale- iffitCilty.
**---



instructional program. In addition to his title as Project
Director for the State Department of Education, the
consultant is also an , adjunct faculty member in the
VOTEC Department. This unique dual affiliation ensures
coordination between State and Univeristy and has become
a good working relationship.

The Project Director for the University of Vermont is
the Chali man of the VOTEC Department who has also
been involved with D.O. training from its inception in
Summer 1970. His responsibilities parallel those of the
State Department of Education consultant, although only
10 percent of his time is available to the project.

The full-time Project Coordinator is an instructor in
the VOTEC Department. His activities focus on the
development, preparation, and dissemination of instruc-
tional materials adaptable to a wide range of student
needs. The Project Coordinator conducts extensive primary
research related to career education, occupational education
and academic education for the program; reviews available
resource material; and implements research findings into
the D.O. Program. In addition, he works, with other
colleges and departments within the University and with
special Interest groups in the community to promote career
oriented education for the handicapped and to sensitize the
public to the needs of special populations.

While the three core staff are primarily responsible for
coordination of the project, developing instructional materi-
als and inservice training and teaching, substantial addi-
tional resources are available to them. Two professors from
the VOTEC Department assist with aspects of graduate and
undert eaduate programs directly related to Professionals
Development. Thirty consultants are also available, espe-
cially for pre and inservice training workshops, For the
most part, these consultants are State Department of
Education personnel or former D.O. Specialist trainees who
have demonstrated excellent skills in both vocational and
occupational education and in teaching and understanding
the educable mentally retarded. The 0.0. Specilists who
serve as trainers are all graduates of the training program
and have taught in D.O. Labs for at least a year.

Other manpower and instructional resources are avail-
able at no cost to the' training team. Specifically, the
project staff have called upon the Area Manpower Institute
for the Development of. Staff (AMIDS) to provide
multimedia and multiseroory workshops for teacher trainees
and for general consultation. Many instructional and
training materials are also acquired through the New
England Resource Center for Occupational Education
(NERCOE), a group which coordinates teacher training,
research, and curriculum development in the area of
occupational education. Because of a financial agreement

-between the Vermont State Department of Education and
NEliCOE, the program is entitled to use NERCOE's
services at minimal or no cost. Core staff have recently
called on NERCOE personnel for a literature search-on
work samples and for assistance with a videotape -uorit-

- shop.

STUDENTS /PARTICIPANTS

Of the roughly 30 tfairees various: phases of the
Peofesildnala- Development Pros -0 fp; ap proximately 10 are
undergraduate YOU Department foredo-

Of related- vocational 'Cotficentritionii 20
ate oild4gAdiatp "Or gra-bate friiht-_Wther"f01
departments *fovea' tie 0.0.'.- courses; 13' 41.6 Diveiitfied

Occupations Specialists; 200 are Occupational Education
Specialists; 30 are Related Academic Teachers; ,20 ate
administrators and other supportive personnel; 30 are
elementary and middle level special education personnel.
Trainee involvement in the program ranges from full and
part-time undergraduate And graduate study at the Uni-
versity to inservice training meetings, weekend workshops,
summer institutes, and evening courses.

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

Recruitment procedures differ according to the type of
personnel being trained, Undergraduate 0.0. students are
recruited within the VOTEC Department and other related
departments (education, special education, and so on). The
program uses brochures, newsletters, referrals from AVC
Directors and State Department of Education personnel,
and speaking engagements by the Project Coordinator to
get its message across to the University community.

Many D.O. Specialists enroll in a 6 week summer
course as part of their preservice training. Those already in
the field may be approached by the Project Coordinator or
a State Department of Education consultant and encourag-
ed to take the summer or evening courses as. part of their
inservice training.

Because Occupational Education Specialists, Related
Academic Teachers, Administrators, and other supportive
personnel have often had no previous experiences with
handicapped students, they may need to be sold the D.O.
concept. The Coordinator and the State Department of
Education's consultant itry to generate interest by speaking
at inserVice and staff meetings in the Area Vocational
Centers.

The Professionals Development Program has tried to
arrange its courses in blocks of time convenient to the
teachers' needs. This has meant organizing weekend
workshops, summer sessions, and one week courses.
University of Vermont credit is offered to the trainees and
small stipends are provided when available.

COMMUNITY

Because the Professionals Development Program pro-
vides training to AVCs throughout Vermont, its linkages
With communities are statewide. Each D.O. Program is
encouraged to form an Advisory Council composed of 0,0,
teachers and representatives of industries, the Chamber of
Commerce, special education, social welfare and vocational
rehabilitation agencies. These Councils advise local boards
of education in policy areas such as course offerings,
equipment, graduation requirements, and so on. The
Professionals Development Program has Maintained close
contact with these Councils in order to get their feedback
on the training program and on the training needs of D.O.
personnel.

Informally, the progrant's staff constantly, reach out
into the community to potential supporters and adVocitei=
Of the D.O. concept, speaking, to civic -Ofganfz-jitOi*
providing materials and training-, tospectir, in toed'

l
groups

:in-:11- vocational 16etal -fare, _and ethetTow
teeetiftk; the frid*4ii Education AstWrrt

ititecOte-organization 'Or ifidC and _industrial' teachers,
requested a;2 &e at-tovie= rpirtV6 aftirateitiiiii76rifit
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

C3 Since this program is only in its second year of operition,
many different forms of evaluation are currently Oeing
built into the project, Professionals Development staff have
tried to use and adapt existing evaluative models in an
effort not to "reinvent the wheel," but have also found it
necessary to develop some of their own materials.

EVALUATION OF TRAINEES
Students' training needs are evaluated both by the

trainees themselves and their instructors, primarily through
the use of a list of minimum teacher competencies-the
Diversified Occupations Professionals Competencies List -
dcveloped by program staff. The D.O. Professionals Com-

tencies List has been treated in Part Two, Notable
Features.

EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTORS
AND COURSES

Trainees evaluate their instructor's teaching perform-
ance at the end of each course, workshop, or institute by
means of a standard course and teacher evaluation checklist
developed at the University of Illinois, and by an
instructor evaluation checklist developed by program staff.
Instructors evaluate their own performances using the
Illinois checklist and compare their stltratings with those
assigned by their students. Where there are wide variations
between Instructor and student ratings, instructors are
asked to explain the discrepancies. The goal is systematic
feedback from students on teaching performance and
course content to upgrade techniques.

Instructors receive informal student feedback from the
"New and Returning Teachers" course for both new
teachers entering the D.O. Program and those already
involved. This Course, which covers issues and problems
experienced by teachers in their D.O, Programs, also points
out to instructors the current training needs of personnel.
By focusing on some of these needs and problems,
instructors get valuable feedback on gaps or weaknesses in
past Professionals Development courses.

EVALUATION OF OVERALL PROGRAM IMPACTS
During the first year of program operation, an initial

evaluation of its impacts was conducted by an outside
evaluator from the University of Wisconsin. The structure
for this evaluation was somewhat informal, describing
narratively the training objectives which have been achieved
thus far in the program - for example, the numbers and
kinds of personnel reached, the format of the training
courses, and so on. Generally, this evaluation found that
the project appeared "quite viable and was in the process
of completing a statewide system of innovative vocational
services drastically needed."

After attending a" 2 week conference on evaluation
sponsOred by IfEfi for its -grantees in Utah in August,
1471,` Stale: Ciepailinent of-Education PiOject Director

_ind the project Coordinator, in''cOnjtfitelion With the-Utah
developed an Evaluation D_Ata--Foitiot which -specifies

the: evaluation obleciNes,- and
initrterrterits,---alid to assess
pro ect tanipao:--zt-i:Oritiitiffy4t MO-Welt consultant
use, this 10:1'f71:7)

the *Oita `wOula indirectly measure Its

impact by measuring student progress in the D.O. program
itself. The staff hope to conduct a statistical evaluation of
D.O. student progress - how many are placed in jobs, how
many are integrated into regular classrooms, how many are
graduated with what kinds of skills, etc. - to help them
determine whether their training courses are actually
helping prepare staff to meet the needs of the D.O.
students.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REPLICATION

O Several important factors made it possible to imple-
ment a unified, statewide program of career oriented
education in Vermont: _-

An already existing broad based occupational education
program In Vocational Centers. The training program was
initially formulated in response to a very specific and
critical need-to staff the already existing D.O. Labs-rather
than in response to diffuse or vaguely conceived future
needs, Prom its inception, the training project was closely
coordinated with an already existing statewide plan for the
D.O. Program, a plan which provided a natural framework
for the training effort and identified early who was to be
trained where, and what objectives of the training would
be. Moreover, the program was designed pragmatically to
focus only on critical needs of selected educators at
important junctures in their personal career development
and in the phased implementation of the D.O. concept.
The traininr program has become a more ambitious venture
only as the D.O. Program itself has matured and as
standardized training materials and methods have been
tested and refined prior to wide dissemination throughout
the state.

Staff with strong backgroundi In vocational and
occupational education as well as special education.
Traditionally, training for the handicapped has been left
only to special educators. But D,O. personnel need trainers
Who understand the occupational education Reeds of the
students as well as issues relating to special education. Ali
of the project staff view themselves as occupational
educators with a special concern for the handicapped
rather than as special educators with an interest in
vocational education.

Cooperative agreements and cost sharing between state
agencies and the University of Vermont. The working
relationship between the University of Vermont and the
State Department of Education must be cited as a critical
factor in implementing a uniform, statewide training
program. Close cooperation and coordination of efforts
were essential for VOTEC to support the state's teacher
education activities and to conduct related and scholarly
research work consistent with the goals of both the
University and Vermont's Department of Education. This
working relationship has also resulted in significant econo-
mies with respect to staffing, faiilities,- and instructional
materials appropriate for both the Villyysity 'degree
program and- the training of already -enriPloyed secondary
sch661'teachers.

b -tc.4 further information- about the U.O. tiitsretsimfats

Mate' DA *300 600006- hop4101th
Development :Pteeittb VOIV;; Department,

Vermont,



Building 103, Burlington, Vermont (802)
656.2001

The following materials are available upon request
from the Diversified Development Project at cost for
duplication and mailing:

Criterion Referenced Achievement Monitoring
Manuals (30-4C pp.) for:

-Woodworking
Metal Work
Gardening & Grounds Keeping

Food Service
Homemaking
Mathematics
Reading

Observation instructions and recording format
for recording learning behaviors (field tested)
Numerous teacher developed instructional ma-
terials in the areas of homemaking and related
academics
Modules for regular vocational teachers about
teaching handicapped students.



THE MARK TWAIN TEACHER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

A performance based teacher training program
which uses seminars and practica to help al-
ready experienced teachers learn to deal with
children with specialiteeds.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview of the Mark Twain School
0 The Mark Twain School in Rockville, Mary lard, serves 250 students of average or higher intellec-
tual ability, ages 10 to 17, with learning or emotional difficulties. Complementing the Mark
Twain School are a variety of Mark Twain progrinis in public schools which provide special help for
students and consultation to staff. A primary arm of the Mark Twain Programs Is to train teachers to
deal with children in a variety of settings. Mark Twain staff believe that student growth and progress
hinge on the skill, sensitivity, and flexibility of faculty members. Service to pupils is seen as intertwined
with staff development: one :s partner to the other.

The Mark Twain Teacher Internship Program is a 10 month effort which is currently training eight
participants. Still in the development phase, the program uses a performance based curriculum to help
already experienced teachers achieve competency in five basic areas: piychoeducatIonal assessment;
human relations and counseling; curriculum development and implementation; behavior management; and
systems analysis and consultation. Interns participate in seminars, Individualized instruction, and practica
at both the Mark Twain School, and at one of 16 regular junior or senior high schools offering a Mark
Twain School-Based Program. School Based programs are of two types: A Student Resource Teaching
model and an Instructional Team model. Interns spend,at least one of three 11 week learning,sequences
in one of these two programs, and at least one at Mark Twain School: the third sequence depends on
the intern's future teaching plans. Staff fed the Internship's practicum feature offers experienced
teacher a viable alternative to university based higher education.

Context of the Program
In 1963 the Board of Education and the Montgomery County Council sponsored a project

undertaken by the Joint Committee of Youth Services to make recommendations for the improvement
of education and allied services in Montgomery County, Maryland, for young people with special needs.
One of the project's recommendations was for the development of multilevel school programs for the
evaluation, education, and adjustment of emotionally handicapped youngsters In three kinds of settings:

A year round program in a special school for seriously handicapped adolescents;
Programs In selected junior and senior high schools for students able to function with appropriate
support in their regular school environment; and
A satellite school for mildly retarded adolescents who are emotionally handicapped.
Plans for the Mark Twain School, which would fulfill the first part of this recommendation, were

developed by the Officeof Planning for Supplementary Educational Services of the Board of Education and
funded by the Office of Education:Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, in March, 1968. During the
following 2 years, planning committees worked out details for the architectural design of the school, program
operations, staff selection, and training. These committees included teachers, counselors, psychologists,
administrators, state and county personnel, and private citizens. Five core staff, including the Training
Director were assigned to implement the program. Thirty-eight teachers were selected from within the
Montgomery County Public School System for the Mark Twain Staff Development Institute, a 6 month
program which began in July, 1971. Core staff and consultants provided instruction in assessment and
programing; interpersonal relations; curriculum implementation; individualized instruction; behavior
management; current issues in special education; adolescent problems and development; individual and group
counseling; and research and evaluation.

In February, 1972, when the Mark Twain School opened with 150 students, institute participants filled
the majority of staff positions. However, staff development did not end with the completion of the first
Institute. Former participants now help train the eight interns in the Mark Twain Internship Program.
Curriculum and training activities are being developed and refined during this second staff development
program, which graduated its first group of interns at the end of the 1972-73 school year.

The Mark Twain Teacher Internship Prograth is sponsored 1,y the Montgomery County Public Schools and
funded by Pederal and -Cotinty monies. A 2 yeat developmental program budget for 1073 and 1974 totals
approximately $1$6-,$(5_0:-.The County Public School System pays the salaries 'of most of the Mark Twain
faCulty'artd, between $(!-,and '60 pereent,of the regular salaries of six of the current interns. As an innovative
project,-the lark Tviatnprograpfhas to be especially attentive to program evelopment and evaluation; and
informatio-p ,issernitiation-asPects:- Plinth for research and communication's haie therefore contlituted'25
*bee& theTiofinitidget

.

---;11VattifC1F4diatiolloWitti-the 2-i-rear deve100eht 'phase; Montgothery Cdunty pAlie SchoOls will be
able 15-Malta-AK-au eitiblisUd 0.00641a' bildgeted cost of $14,20 per year Program Cogs per
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STRUCTURE OF TRAINING
CI The 10 Month Teacher Internship Program is divided Into

1OUr learning sequences: an initial$ week segment (late August
ati.4 September), and three 11 week sequences (Pall, Winter,
and Spring) designed to keep paCe with sterns' developmental
needs (beginning, for example, with general problems of
adolescents and ending with considerations In consulting with

teachers). Each 11 week sequence Is followed by a
v.,!eli period of review and evaluation during which interns are
expected to demonstrate competencies gained during the
sequence, complete instructional assignernnts; and participate

rt` Iii PtOgrant and self - evaluation. gthe-efid:Othe year, there is
Wine!, voitten-. evaluation-Of trainees based on the

eialtrallotli 'Ottirlducted at the-end of 44 sequence,-
The program (Ralf is organized around, five basic trainee

cOiripitencles. Each Competency_ Area Coordinator 'defines
stibcOmpetencies in his specific- areal and identifies relevant
performance objectives. At present, fifteen subtompetencles

-1_,a0drfirtY performance Objectives have been specified, The five
basic areas, together with examples_of subcompetencies and

_

performance objectives, ate as follows:

PsychOedueatlattal Assessment and Programing. Two
subcompetencies relate to the trainee's ability to complete
psychoeducational profiles and to Use these profiles in
planning programs for Individual students. Performance
objectives for the first subcompetency, for example, involve
the ability to administer and interpret assessment instruments
in the effective, perceptual, , cognitive and educational
domains, and to integrate data from- these instruments into a
Valid psychoeducational profile,

Human Relations and Counseling. The three
subcompetencies listed here relate to the ability to
comprehend, communicate, and interact effectively with
individuals and groups, in an educational setting. Performance
objectives are the demonstration of empathy, respect, and
specificity in a counseling interaction, and skills in setting and
implementing humanistic educational objectives in groups.

Curriculum Development and' Implementation. Four
subcompetencies are listed here, relating to the management of
the learning environment; development of appropriate
curricula for students; selection of resource materials; planning
and implementation of teaching strategies. One performance
objective is demonstration of the ability to integrate strategies
from various sources into a curriculum appropriate to
students.

Behavior Management. Subcompetencies include
establishment of reasonable behavioral standards for students
and identification and resolution of student problems which
lead to the disruption of these standards. Some related
performance objectives are the effective use of strategies for
reinforcing behavior-values, and the application of various
interviewing principles in problem situations.

Systems Analysis and Consultation. Subcomptencies re-
late to the ability to formulate and communicate concepts of
family and community systems; to use organizational proces-
ses tat resolving student canflicti; and to consult wit -others
ih'inderstanding'stitilent valfirt bAiVibi'vahlti- system.
A.:110eatiVIO'br purniiiinte objective iheti demonstration
albeit6mo to assess )104-ifiliyi,cornmunik,
factors ittia strident functioning in '11 particular school Set-

eon-tintPfOcige coarse--
peteneY'kfia COoldirik

iriCtlil'Al'44111 ':44-'16111velliget I rPe!utth'aria;frielti* I g releliaKt -6 eet

source materials, and evaluation criteria. In addition, it is ex-
peeled that current performance objectives will be translated
into behavioral objectives. A core set of objectives would be
required for all students, while others will be electives, depend-
ing on each student's strengths and weaknesses and plans for
future teaching.

CONTENT OF TRAINING

Mark Twain's learning experiences are seminars, practice,
and individUal study. Three credit seminars are offered in each
of the five competency areas, with each seminar Including
both explicit subject content arid sOonwneotsdiscutsion.-
Seminats offered during 1972-13 this year included: "Psycho, -

educational 'AsSeSsMent and ',Programing,":"Indivisinal (MA':
Group Cotinseling " and "Issuei in the Education:Of -Moles-
cents With Special. Needs."

In'practictm experience; the learner participates directly,
in activities that .represent aamples of 'professional role
function and responsibility. The pt InYolveafijotal-of
600 hours Of practice teaching.(20honia/week during each 11
week sequence). Practice teaching assignments are changed
tween the Fall and Winter semieneet so each intern can teach
and observe adolescents in both the Mark Toth- School and in
a School-Based Program. Spring teaching assignments ate made
on the basis of interns' personal preferenceS and anticipated
teaching plans for the future.

All trainees are proVided -regular time periods to pursue
studies particularly suited to their personal needs and interests,
Selection of individual study activities is based on i:.iitiors such
as self-appraisal of strengths and'weaynesses and skill ptiOtties

System.
In

trainee's future role in the Montgomery County, School

In the course of the current school year, theie three types
of learning experiences are _incorporated into :0 total of 16
separate inservice components for Mark, Main' interns, The
titles of the components, competency areas in-Whielt they
occur, and the number Of credits aiisigned tb--ettelt:AtesiOt!Jil'
Figure 1. Aithntigh: the total number `ot etedimitirthe-,10
components is 38;. In 10/ ,*111- 0,411046 for ,444:CRUP --
cation following coMpletion 30 inservice credits;
have some leeway in 'course selectiOn.'floWever, it is expected
that Interns will be able to-demonstrate a :satiSfaCtOry. level of:-
competency in each of the five basic areas, no matter which
electives they select.

At present, IS hours of inservice -courseWork is equal to
one credit toward certification and, as sh6/11 in Figure I each
inservice course is worth a certain number of credits,,depend-
ing on the length of time it involves. By the end 0197344,
the program hopes to be able to attach credits to the attain-
ment of specific performance objectivej, rather than to hours
spent in class. In this case; the student's deMonstt_itian that he
has achieved a number of performanceobjectlies Ili each top
petency area will alio* him to Obtain the tiecassary 30 in-
service credits for certification. This arrangement Will'iepre--
sent'ithe impiementition of it truly performarited'biled pro-
grin'', one of Mark Twain's

-'1141E MARI( TWAIN INTERNSHIP CONCEPT

O Niatk'll*aik-Itirtairliht -staff" Cal that -0:ttlt,litibeir- pto-
: greVritibiriniisarrair lit" it felif
altethiti416thl at e T o e tiafici fr, teachers
iwfo wok Or if erg c fan-, _As ifoistreir6101'
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possibility for post-graduate education of teachers who deal
with emotionally or learning disabled children.

The Matk Twain Teacher Internship is characterized as a
program "of and by doers:" the same faculty who set the
competency based objectives for trainees and for the program
itself are responsible for implementing them, These objectives
were identified and refined by faculty as they learned from
their own experiences in teaching emotionally handicapped
children at the Mark Twain School, and are seen as appropriate
for teachers who will be dealing with similar children. More-
over, the fact that they are based on the personal experiences
of the faculty has increased staff commitment to Implement-
ing the objectives. In turn, participants in the program highly
value the expertise of their own instructors, who themselves
are continually dealing with handicapped children, and who
are able to relate closely to the problems faced by interns.

The same is true of the program's competency based cur-
riculum, which is being created by the faculty as they teach,

Competency Area

and represents an effective integration of theory and practice.
The primary characteristic which distinguishes the Matk Twain
Program from university based training is its emphasis on the
integration of practicum and seminar learning experiences.
Most staff consider the practicum to be the proving ground for
training at Mark Twain, with a number of advantages as a
teacher training tool. For example, two of the staff have re-
cently compiled a booklet on strategies for reinforcing be-
havior-values, which was used in conjunction with an instruc-
tional unit involving these strategies. A performance objective
was based on this model, and interns were assigned to demon-
strate their use of these strategies in their classrooms. Practi
cum coordinators and supervisors are familiar with the model
and are committed to helping interns with their assignment. -

Staff members who taught the strategies are always on hand to
answer questions and to work through any problems interns
encounter in using them.

Another advantage of a teaching practicum such as this is

FIGURE I

MARK TWAIN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Summary of Inservice Courses and Credits for 1972.73 Internship

Instructional Component

Psychoeducationai Assessment and
Programming

Psychoed. Assessment Seminar
-Psychoed. Assess meat Project

(elective)

Credits

3* credits
I credit

Human Relations and Counseling -Individual and Group Counseling Seminar
-Counseling Project (elective)
-Techniques in Human Relations

3* credits
I credit
l* credit

Curriculum Development and
Implementation

-Curriculum Development and Implemen-
tation Seminar

-Curriculum Project

Behavior Management -Adolescent Development Seminar
-Behavior Management Seminar
-Behavior Management Project (elective)

Systems Analysis and Consultation -Systems Analysis and Consultation Seminar
-Systems Analysis Project (elective)

CrossCompetency - Issues in Special EducatiOn Seminar
Analysis of Teaching Minicourse (elective)

-- Adolescent Life Spate Experience (elective)
-- Practice ieiciiitig (660 hours)

4* credits

I' credit

1* credit
3* credits
I credit

3* credits
I credit

1-34(ctedits
I credit
I credit

id* trellite

--Total 'JO credits tf4iMii
ON, ii

asterisks)



that it affords students increased opportunities for demon-
strafing their achievement of performance based objectiies. In
the uftiverety, students are often limited to demonstrating
their performance by means of videotapes made during prac-

, -doe teaching. While this method is also used at Mark Twain,
the program offers ttainees a second opportunity for demon-
strating their effectiveness: the practicum supervisor is COn-

.-_statitly on hand to judge the trainee's attainment of various
objectives according to previously agreed upon criteria worked
out with the trainee. Because university instructors are only
Occasionally present at practice teaching sites, this degree of
Coordination is often impossible.

The *gram Is particularly well suited to peOple who
have already had successful experience in teaching- Many
teacher's in Montgomery County Public Schools have become
fritstrateil With their own= Inability to deal effectively with
handicapPed children; and are looking for ways to ,ntodify
their own, techniques to better serve these children. They are
prirriartli interested in better performance, and consider in-

,: creased theoretical knowledge a more secondary benefit of
their training. According to a Montgomery School System doc-
untent entitled "Mark Twain Internship Project for the Prepa-
ration of Personnel in the Education of Adolescents with Spe-
cial Needs,"

The demand for local school teacher development
centers or 'teacher renewal' centers is increasing.
Such centers may b&oble to retain the talents of
operlinced teachers and yet provide the needed
experience and supervision to build new skills for
coping with problem youngsters, Teacher dropouts
are frequently the result of self-blame for inability
to help the unsuccessful child. Apathy or rigidity
in teaching is often the product Of repetitious fx.
perience, with WWI opportunity for selpgrowSh
or change. Not only would be school based teacher
development centers offer a ntare'rneanirtenl
Protteh to training, they Would help to retnOtivate
veteran teachers. The Mark Twain Spe-cial Protect
presents an alternative mechanism' for attracting
and preparing manpower' for education of youth
facing serious problem: In living.

Moreover, interns previously employed by -Montgomery
County Schools can be paid part of their annual salaries during
their participation in the program. Job placement is guaran-
teed for teachers participating in the program while on Ace-
dertitic or "Unusual or Imperative" leave from the system. Ai-
though the school system cannot promise job placement and
nonMCPs teachers who are being trained, the prospects for
employment are very good.

, _

STuDENTS/PARTICI PANTS

t] The Marie- TWain Teacher Internship Programcurrently
has eight trainees selected from group"Of 21 applicant* Par-
leipti-ri we*ffi two 'nick with prior

years. ()11`,6 -14 olds auras-
ciir*O1ilie 444aTi-de-

ees itYatiO9S Ccel rsitleCgiliff017-el fele ltia in
rOMe ---:61164)s-SiMt 610.

j-feb'eat ow- IN OM -fiiVis ricid
t_t 6 h ti$0 academic 6%4

Rr
sat;

e -AO 11-41W.'
Oltia i5:of

0'0 ,Withlig-goeitit
leacork-oittv2--tr6fea penanceccul-

ed "Unusual and Imperative" leave to participate in the pro-
gram, and still receive $0 to 60 percent of their salaries. (Par-
ticipant reimbursement depends on future commitment to the
school system: if the trainee promises to each for 2 years after
his training, he receives 50 percent of his annual salary:3 years .
rates 60 percent.) The two participants who had not pre-
viously taught In Montgomery County receive no salaries,

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

The recruitment procedure begins ivith_an announcement
of orientation sessions for the program in the MCPS Superin-
tendent's Bulletin, Two of these sessions are held to provide
interested teachets with basic Information about the progr6m
and its potential advantages (as well as disadvantages). Refer--
Once materials on the program and the selection process are
distributed.

The selection process itself consists of two phases. The
Selection Committee for Phase 1 includes the Training Direc-
tor, the Mark Twain Practicurt Coordinators, the Suloeivisor of
School-Based Programs, the Mark Twain School PriliciPal, a.
representative from the MCPS Department of Staff Develop-
ment, and one from the MCPS Department of Professional
Personnel. This committee conducts group interviews and re-
views:

A summary of the applicant's personnel folder;
A supplementary application form- designed to reflect
applicant competencies in specific areas; and
Personal references.

Applicants who pass Phase I are asked back for Phase II,
which consists of intensive individual interviews by members
of the Selection Committee, Final decisions are made by the
Supervisor of Mark-Twain School Based Programs, the Mark
Twain School Principal; and the Training DirectOr,

STAFF
During 1972.73, the entlie staff of Mark Twain School

Programs numbered 79 professionals, 47 of whom served es
faculty foi the Internship Program. The program delinettel six
levels of staff responsibility (Figure 2). Such a continuum of
responsibility is Considered extremely important for a teacher
training program in 'a-school based set ting,-where the regular
demands of dealing with emotionally handicapped children are
already quite extensive.

Level 1, General Support, is the minimum expectation for
faculty, and all Staff ate involved in this area. Mark Twain
administrators state that general support of if not actual par-
ticipation in-teacher training activities must be an important
consideration in ,recruitment of staff (of Mark Twain Pro-
graini. Level 2, Practicunt Supervision, is! voltintary unpaid
position for staff members, ondictivities related to this level
are considered 0 be part of the faculty person's regular school
respOnsibilittel. Level' 11 ?A. cadeiniO-Instrifction (seminar),
Leeel- 4 itCOmpetiney Area etil s'il
tency _Yet Coordination. Staff at -Leilili'3.theopkh:: receive
additional` PAY alinerVie*C014Wintir 'Ail

depends eillieltK601W "time' thet`sp'end aPatt
their fegie*-hiso-etrato;:yoiy. faculty

16:04itiei ati +t Le els
COW ti(pFrilsir tr!' the rikiffic

arn fe#0-it -tri a sib leides'Whith0
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FIGURE 2. MODEL FOR LEVELS OF STAFF RESPONSIBILITY IN MARK TWAIN TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Level 6. Program Direction: Planning, developing, and man- $
aging processes and resources for implementation of total
program.

Level 5. Competency Area Coordination: Planning, developing staff and 1.
media resources for implementation and evaluation of competency.
based curriculum. Instructing as arranged.

4V 4. Competency Area Planning: Assisting competency area coordinator(s) in '04
ti planning and developing staff and media resources for implementation and eVa1U-

4.
0

ation of comptency-based curriculum. Instructing as arranged.

45 Level 3. Academic Instruction:- Instructing one or more seminar sessions, in coordir Won with voj,
competency area coordinator, outside of regular assignment.

v%4

Level 2. Practiom Supervision: Directing, guiding, supervising, and evaluating practicum teaching activities vtio

within the regular assignment.

Level I, General Support: Cooperation, facilitation, and sharing of ideas and resources with interns and faculty within
the regular assignment.

group is the primary planning and decision making body for
the trainingprogram,- and their activities require a high degree
of involvement and commitment to the program. Level 6 is
Program bireetion

Each of the five competencY areas (psychoedOcational
assessment and programing; human relations and counseling;
curriculum _development and implementation; behavior man-
agement; and systems analysis and consultation) is -coordi-
nated by one or more Memberi of the Level 5 group, who are
responsible for developing and arranging the irnplementation
of learning experiences in their competency areas, in consulta-
tion with their counterpails at Level 4 and the Training Dine-
ti51:. The Mark Twain staff exercise this function' in every case
because they feel the program's goals and objectives can best
be achieved when there is local responsibility and direction.
The ink of staff at Level 5 is intended to assure responsiveness
to the needs and reactions of the interns. Of course, staff at
Levels 2 and 3 also assume a major share of the actual instruc-

_ tibn and ,sUpervision of trainees.
In addition" to the regular paid staff of-the Internship

Program; outside Consultants are brought in for instruction or
planning releVant to the competency areas. A broad range of
Montgoineri County Publit School resource skit has been
involved -the rogrant this way. Sources `of support from
Outside MCPS may -also be brought in'froM tithe to time to
assume key rO10 in the instruction management of a Sem-
inat-451 to'_ provide a brief cbritribbliOn In the form
Of' a'singla lecture; a-shoit series irleiturCs; Consultation- on
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EVALUATION DESIGN
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Objective

To assess faculty qualifications to determine if they are
sufficient for performing required functions and duties.

To assess the effectiveness and feisibility of the recruit-
meet and selection process and procedures.

To assess the adequacy of the multi-comptency teacher
-. education curriculum for its comprehensiveness and in-

ternal consistency.

To assess each participant completing the training pro-
gram for his competency in each of the five basic areas.

--To-akesS competency assessment techniques for validity,
reliability, exa rilnee appropriateness and administrative
feasibility.

To determine if personnel completing the training pro-
gram are effectively serving emotionally handicapped

. children and are utilizing learned competencies.

planning phases have been completed, and activities in the data
management phase are well underway.

_ During the definition phase, the purposes and goals of the
Internship Program were identified and reviewed to develop
clear statements of the scope of the evaluation. Six objectives
were defined, and during the planning phase, evidence accept-
able to the program staff, as well as the activities and tasks
required to obtain this evidence, were identified for each of
the objectives.

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES
The Supervisor of Research and Evaluation is assigned to

the Mark Twain School by the Montgomery County Public
School System. lie does not report to the School Principal,
but rather to the Associate Superintendent for Administration
in the County School System, and as a result acts as a free
agent in the school One of his current evaluation activities is
Working with Competency Area Coordinators to help them
develop assessment techniques for each of the 15 subcompe-
tencies. (Assesssment techniques developed by Level 5 staff
will eventually be compared with those developed independ-
ently by the Supervisor and revised if necessary.) In addition,

the Supervisor is scrving as consultant to the Competency Area
Cootilinators, who are primarily responsible for the transfor-
mation of performance objectives into behavioral objectives.
The evaluation design specifically calls for the development of
a number of pre and posttraining program techniques to meas-
ure- the attainment of coMPetencies among individual interns
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Evidence

Evaluation by judgment will be obtained from ex-
perts. in addition, program participants will rate
faculty effectiveness.

Operation of training program with at least 10 fult-
time interns and evaluation by judgment of experts.

Evaluation by judgment will be obtained from three
sources: program staff, program participants, and
experts in the field.

Individual participant attainment of competencies
and group shifts in attitudes and values.

Development of competency measures of knowledge,
attitudes, and skills within each teacher competency
area.

Program graduates' statement of utility of learned
competencies for their job placement and supervisory
ratings of job effectiveness.

ticipants in the original Mark Twain Staff Development WU-
tuteots well as to this year's interns. A total of eight question-
naires and inventories makes up the battery, including the Min-
nesota Teacher Aptitude Inventory, a Specialized trbficiencies
Questionnaire, and a Personal Orientation Inventory.

It is interesting to note that the evaluation activities for
the Mark Twain Program are themselves subject to an outside
evaluation. The Supervisor has contracted with the Evaluation
Research Center at the University of Virginia to do-an inde-
pendent audit of the program which will assess the appropri-
ateness of evaluation procedures for determining program ef-
fectiveness and verify the accuracy of the-results of that evalu-
ation. The Supervisor receives continual feedback on evalua-
tion activities from the Research Center, as well as a review of
his annual reports to the Office of Education.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REPLICATION

Ci A number of factors are necessary for the successful
development and operation of a performance based teacher
training program such as Mark Twain's, which operates in con-
f unction with a local education agency (in this case, the Mont-
gomery County Public School System). These factors include
the following:

Inclusion of a practicum component in the training pro-
gram. By definition, a course of instruction based on perform-
ance cannot function without arrangements foi slime -sort of
practical experiencelojr the stiidents.-:ROteoveff: staff Ofilie
Instittife feet ilial'a-pUtelf base4 program-Of in-
struction would not be satisfying to COMMitteilleacheis such
as the-Mark- Twald trainees, who have already been inVolied
for 2 or more years in the "real world" of teaching.

'Strait sup-port front-the local educatiiirl agent)) and the
community. for art innovative and -astisii3tbiltarlikes'14,atk
Twain's; Nil _support -the city or 'c6tinty -sthoot-bbaird isof
essential, The personnel and monetary resources 0;114 have
been required' for the planning and implementation of the
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Mark Twain teacher development programs have been exten-
sive, and staff are thoroughly aware of the fact that, without
the strong support of the County School Board and adminis-
tration, the project could have been halted at any stage of its
development, This support was engendered and has been con-
tinued through careful planning on the part of the Internship
staff. A highly detailed outline of the expected costs of the
project was drawn up during the early planning stages of the
project so the School Board would be aware of exactly what
resources it would be required to provide. Moreover, the staff
has been careful to keep the Board and administration contin-
ually aware of developments in the project, and has taken
pains to have clear facts available whenever questions are
raised. Community support was assured early in the planning
phase by the establishment of a Citizen's Advisory Committee
made up of influential and credible residents.of Montgomery
County. The ready availability of staff and the establishment
of the position of Communications Assistant to inform the
public about Mark Twain operations have helped to maintain
this support.

Sufficient time and resources for curriculum development.
One of the problems the program has faced is that staff did
not have sufficient time to develop the entire training curricu-
lum before initiation of courses. As a result, the staff have
been forced to create materials as they go. This has led to a
number of difficulties. For example, it was hoped that pretests
could be administered when trainees entered the program,
allowing them the possibility of validating out of certain
courses; however, the absence of a fully developed curriculum
and assessment criteria in various competency areas has made
this infeasible. Furthermore, the fact that pretests could not
be administered in certain areas has made the task of evalu-
ating trainee progress quite difficult.

Financial support for trainees. The Montgomery County
Public School System provides its already-employed teacher-
interns with from 50 to 60 percent of their regular annual
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salaries during their participation in the program. Staff feel
this is an important feature of their set up. Arrangtnents for at
least partial reimbursement to students should be established
well in advance of recruitment, so teachers will be encouraged
to apply knowing they will not lose a year's salary.

Instructional Pool. A pool of instructors with various de-
grees of responsibility in the program is important to a school
based operation such as Mark Twain's. Obviously, one of the
prime considerations for people both inside and outside the
school is the quality of service to youngsters with special
needs. Since the teacher training program might seem to
threaten to draw resources away from this direct service, it is
essential that each member of the teacher training staff receive
adequate support from other staff members. It is equally im-
portant that staff be allowed to volunteer for each level of
responsibility so that no one feels his energies are being drain-
ed against his will, or that his teacher training duties are com-
peting with his commitment.to quality service for the school's
children.

0 For further information about the Mark Twain
Teacher Internship Program, contact:

Dr. Stanley A. Fagen, Mark Twain School, 1551
Avery Road, Rockville, Maryland 20853 (301)
762.4330

The following materials are available upon request
from the Mark Twain Teacher Internship Program with-
out charge:

I. The Mark Twain Internship Program (brochure).
2. An Overview of the Mark Twain Teacher In-

ternship Program (26 pages, mimeo).
3. A Summary of Competency, Subcompetency,

and Performance Objectives for the Mark Twain
Internship Program (7 pages, mimeo),

4. Current List of Available Materials.


